Membership Application for the Assisted Living Consumer Alliance

Membership in the Assisted Living Consumer Alliance (ALCA) consists of two categories: voting members and supporting members. Voting members must meet all of the following criteria: 1) be a nonprofit organization or a non-publicly traded corporation; 2) not be a business formed for or functioning as a provider of assisted living or other long term care services, and 3) subscribe to ALCA’s Statement of Principles. Supporting members may be any other interested individual, organization or agency that subscribes to ALCA’s Statement of Principles (see www.assistedlivingconsumers.org for ALCA’s Principles and other information on our mission and work).

I am applying as a □ Voting Member □ Supporting Member (choose one)
□ Organization □ Individual (choose one)

NAME OF APPLICANT_____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

PHONE___________________________  FAX _______________________________________

EMAIL_________________________________  WEBSITE ____________________________

DESIGNATED CONTACT (for organizational members only) _____________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

PHONE / EMAIL (if different from above) ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

ANNUAL MEMBER DUES ARE $50 (for organizations and individuals)

Please make check payable to ALCA; send payment with copy of this application to:
ALCA, c/o LTCCC, 242 West 30th Street, Suite 306, New York, NY 10001